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Abstract: The intent of this paper is to provide an overview of basic concepts, types, techniques,
and experimental studies of the current state-of-the-art Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs). FSS
is a periodic surface with identical two-dimensional arrays of elements arranged on a dielectric
substrate. An incoming plane wave will either be transmitted (passband) or reflected back (stopband),
completely or partially, depending on the nature of array element. This occurs when the frequency
of electromagnetic (EM) wave matches with the resonant frequency of the FSS elements. Therefore,
an FSS is capable of passing or blocking the EM waves of certain range of frequencies in the free
space; consequently, identified as spatial filters. Nowadays, FSSs have been studied comprehensively
and huge growth is perceived in the field of its designing and implementation for different practical
applications at frequency ranges of microwave to optical. In this review article, we illustrate the
recent researches on different categories of FSSs based on structure design, array element used,
and applications. We also focus on theoretical breakthroughs with fabrication techniques, experimental
verifications of design examples as well as prospects and challenges, especially in the microwave
regime. We emphasize their significant performance parameters, particularly focusing on how
advancement in this field could facilitate innovation in advanced electromagnetics.
Keywords: frequency selective surfaces; microwave frequency; spatial filters; electromagnetic waves;
periodic structures

1. Introduction
Metasurfaces are broadly named as planar metamaterials with subwavelength thickness and they
can be easily fabricated while using lithography and nano-printing techniques. Both metamaterials
and metasurfaces are rapidly growing research directions, and with their use, spatially varying EM or
optical responses can be achieved at will, with scattering phase, amplitude, and polarization. Through
a good selection of materials and design, the ultra-thin structure of MSs can considerably suppress
the detrimental and undesirable losses in the wave propagation direction. When considering the
polarization response, all metasurfaces can be categorized based on the operating principle of array
element, i-e their functionalities (frequency selective surfaces (FSS), high impedance surfaces, perfect
absorbers, reflecting surfaces, etc.).
According to the definition in [1], FSSs are metasurfaces that merely exhibit an electric response [2,3].
Since, in order to tailor the frequency selectiveness in transmission/reflection characteristics, only
electrical polarization may be sufficient. From the theory of antenna and microwave engineering, these
surfaces are made by planar and periodic arrays of metallic patches or strips with different shapes.
The patch is of negligible thickness as compared to the wavelength, although it is larger enough in
contrast to the metal’s skin depth. Consequently, such a structure can impeccably be estimated as a
minuscule thin array of perfect conducting resonant elements. This approximation is also applicable
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to the complementary FSSs structures i-e apertures. However, aperture-type FSSs face a limitation
when the area of the cavity/aperture becomes equal to the unit cell (a wire-mesh type) [2,3]. Square
and hexagonal wire-mesh unit cells have typically been used and are also termed as the capacitive
grid. The existence of the resonating size of array element causes the emergence of the side lobes in
the transmitted and reflected fields, which are the defining feature of FSSs. However, as compared
to the FSSs, the resonating element and unit cell of metasurface is relatively much smaller than the
wavelength and it helps to eliminate the grating lobes in the frequency response. Therefore, FSSs in
the terahertz domain are usually termed as metasurfaces [4].
Frequency selective surface (FSS) is a robustly studied topic of electromagnetic (EM) science,
which are two-dimensional periodic structures having planar metallic array elements (patch or
apertures) on a dielectric substrate, exhibiting transmission and reflection at certain resonant
frequency [2]. Depending on the array element design, an incoming plane wave will be either
transmitted or reflected, completely or partially. This happens when the frequency of the plane wave
matches the resonance frequency of the FSS elements. Therefore, an FSS can pass or block the EM
waves with certain frequencies in free space; so they are best identified as spatial filters.
Traditionally, the element size, shape, and periodicity of an FSS result in the resonance. FSSs
have extensively been investigated over six decades and a range of microwave and optical FSSs
structures have been evolved. In past, they were frequently used in reflector antennas [5], including
diplexers for quasi-optical microwave devices, resonant beam splitters, and antenna radomes [6,7].
Nowadays, FSSs have been employed in dichroic sub-reflectors [8], radio frequency identification
(RFID) [9], lenses antennas [10], and protection from electromagnetic interference [11]. Currently,
the most famous applications of FSSs are as antennas radomes and controlling radar cross-section (RCS).
Their performance is limited by the design complications, including the requirement of compact size
and insensitivity to the incidence angle, as well as polarization of EM wave, consequently stipulating to
improve their design features.
Traditional FSSs are narrow band and they do not provide adequate spatial filtering response.
Extensive research is going on to miniaturize the FSSs and improve the frequency response with broader
bandwidth (BW) at higher incidence angles and dual polarization. However, single layered FSS structures
have been proved inefficient due to unstable performance with the variation of EM wave incident
angle. To overcome the limitations of conventional single layer FSSs, multilayered FSSs have been
introduced, which offer additional flexibility of varying parameters for desired performance [12–17].
At present, FSSs based on fractal elements and miniaturized arrays (2.5 dimensional) are employed
for compactness [18–20]. Three-dimensional FSS structures and active FSSs have opened new doors in
microwave technology [21–24]. Additionally, embedded FSS (with inserted metallic rods and plates based
on stepped-impedance resonator) [25], integrated FSS and Electromagnetic band gap structures (EBG) [26],
and metamaterial FSSs [27,28] are the most recent advances implemented by microwave researchers.
In the past, dispersion properties of FSSs have been explored through approximate analytical
techniques, for example, which involve equivalent circuit method to analyze the transmission line
characteristics (By Quasi-static approximation). However, with the growth of more complex structures,
state-of-the-art numerical methods have been introduced, which use periodic boundary conditions
(PBC) allowing for the design analysis quite straightforward. Some of these include finite element
method (FEM), method of moments (MoM), finite difference time domain method (FDTD), and the
integral equation (boundary element) method (IEM/BEM) [29–35]. A well-known technique is
IEM/BEM used in combination with the MoM [36–39]. Various designs of FSSs and schemes to
examine their EM characteristics are well presented in [2,3].
Regardless of its importance, a detailed review of the various types FSS is undeniably in its
infancy. Particularly, an adequate demonstration of recent advancements in innovative FSS structures
that are linked with their frequency responses is required. In fact, a detailed overview of different
varieties of FSS from the standpoint of structure design, applications, and types of array elements,
is yet to emerge in the literature. Although a few review articles are available on FSSs or FSS based
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EM structures in broad frequency regimes [4,22,37,40–42], however, in this article we specifically
discuss the different kinds of FSSs operating at wavelengths in microwave range. Figure 1 depicts
a comparison of presented review with already available survey articles on FSSs. A more detailed
assessment of existing surveys in the literature is outlined in Table 1.

Figure 1. Comparison of the presented survey with previous review articles on FSSs.

As shown in Figure 1, the category 1 details theoretical reviews; for example, which discusses
a number of techniques to analyze FSSs as filters in the microwaves and optical ranges, and circuit
analytical review to underline the range validity of some model with their accuracies. In category 2,
while there exist some survey articles that target architectures of particular types of FSS, more focus
has been set in the literature toward the specific FSSs types (including metamaterials or metasurfaces
FSSs), FSS based antennas, and other FSS based EM structures.
On the other hand, researchers have less considered the survey on the different types of FSSs
that have recently evolved based on structural design, applications, and nature of array element used
and have taken this lack as for granted. Therefore, in this review paper, we provide an outlook of
skyrocketing research field of FSSs by assessing the progress during the past years primarily focusing
on categorizing the FSSs as mentioned above. The contributions of our effort in this review paper are
as follows.
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

Through a careful study of the existing surveys on the FSSs, we identify the survey gap in
the existing reports, as briefed in Table 1, which accentuates the requirement to report most
up-to-date FSS types, especially in the microwave regime.
Next, we present a classification of the FSSs, focus on the importance of their functionalities,
and categorize FSS on the basis of nature of array element used, structure design, and applications.
This paper targets to link among their crucial theoretical, structure geometry, and significant
performance parameters.
For every functionality, the polarization state of the array elements and the physical mechanism
of their functions must be related to the frequency responses provided by FSSs. By knowing the
polarization characteristics of FSS periodic elements for a specific function, the implementation
of required FSS response in certain frequency band becomes straightforward and therefore,
we elaborate all types of FSS from this perspective.
We illustrate an extensive survey of most recent researches on FSSs and also include their
fabrication techniques, experimental verifications of FSSs design. Prospects and challenges,
particularly in the microwave regime, are discussed focusing on how the innovation in this
field could smooth the progress in advanced electromagnetics. The article is organized, as
described below. In Section 2, we overview the concept of periodic surfaces with some of their
types. In Section 3, we introduce FSSs in detail and its theoretical background, along with some
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history and significant advances in recent years. In Section 4, we review different types of FSSs,
their related properties, implementation, and fabrication techniques. Section 5 presents future
challenges, trends, and potential applications of FSSs. In the last section, we provide concluding
remarks and a point of view about future research directions.
Table 1. Summary of focused topics of frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) covered by existing surveys.
Focused Topics

Description

•

•
Theoretical Analysis

•

Evolution of FSS

•

Evolution of FSSs is outlined, briefing a few of its forms and applications [43].

•

FSS based advanced EM structures have been reviewed with the description of
few FSS geometries used in FSS based radomes, absorbers, antennas textile, active
high impedance surfaces and fractal based 2D EM band gap structures [41].

•

Frequency selective metasurfaces are reviewed in which electric polarisability
is used to show the resonant, multiband and high order response with
miniaturized surfaces [1].
Recent developments in the field of FSS integrated patch antennas are
surveyed [44].
All-dielectric metamaterial FSSs with existing fabrication techniques are
thoroughly described [42].
Emerging class of three-dimensional FSS is outlined while highlighting their
unique features [22].

FSS based EM structures

•
Individual type of FSSs

FSS circuit modeling; fully analytical and semi-analytical formulation is
elaborated to confirm the range of validity for various models and their
accuracies [4].
Theoretically analysis of FSS as a filter at microwave and optical regime by
different techniques is reviewed. Key properties of FSS and various
approaches for the prediction of frequency response are presented [37].
Most common FSS elements are reviewed and simplified model to analyze
complex FSS systems is focused. Lumped equivalent models of most
common FSS are presented at normal/oblique incidences, and for
fixed/varying periodicities [40].

•
•

2. Periodic Structures
When identical elements are arranged in an infinite array of one or two-dimensions, a periodic
surface is formed [2]. Two basic means to excite a periodic array are known: one is through an incident
plane wave (a passive array type) or by the attached generators to individual element (an active array
type). In the former type, the incoming plane wave (Ei ) will partially be transmitted (Et ) in the forward
direction and in part reflects (Er ) specularly. In the condition of resonance and without grating lobes,
the amplitude of the reflected wave Er may be equal to incident wave Ei , while the transmitted signal
Et is equal to zero. The specular reflection coefficient (Γ) can be defined by (1).
Γ = Er/Ei

(1)

Similarly, the transmission coefficient (T) can be defined by (2).
T = Et/Ei

(2)

In the active array type, the voltage generators must possess the same amplitude and also a linear
variation of the phase across whole active array elements so that it may be regarded as a periodic
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surface [2]. Dipole and slot arrays with a similar shape of elements constitute complementary arrays
so that when both of these arrays are positioned on top of one another (cascaded), a perfect conducting
plane is created. The transmission coefficient of one array is equal to the specular reflection coefficient
of its complementary array and is simply termed as Babinet’s principle. In order to obtain a stable
resonance with variation in the angle of incidence for a periodic surface, the inter-element spacing
must be kept very small (<0.4λ) [2].
High impedance surfaces (HISs) [45] are electrically smart, two-dimensional arrays that are
designed to totally reflect an in phase incoming plane wave and reject bounded surface waves. They
can be employed to suppress propagation of surface modes. EBG possess such characteristics and
similar type of structures, named photonic band gap structures (PBG), explain an impulsive and
forbidden emission. Perfect conducting surfaces (PCSs) create destructive interference when excited by
antennas, horizontally polarized and closely-spaced. Conversely, perfect magnetic conductors (PMC)
provide constructive interference due to magnetically induced surface currents. PMCs are naturally
non-existent, however; artificial magnetic conductors (AMCs) are artificially produced PMCs, and from
EM perspective, these are dual to PCSs. AMCs are based on periodically engineered structures that act
as a sheet of magnetic currents having magnetic polarisability.
FSSs are usually designed by periodic metallic arrays of elements on a dielectric substrate and
exhibit transmission and reflection characteristics at a certain resonant frequency. Mushroom structures
are the class of FSSs that is designed to resonate at low frequencies as the distance between metal array
element and a metal plane creates an inductive effect at microwave regime. Similarly, perfect absorbing
surfaces are thin layer structures which absorb nearly all the incident power of EM wave at a particular
frequency and angle of incidence at microwave to optical operating frequency ranges. In conclusion,
it is worth mentioning that if the periodicity of the array elements (Inter-element spacing) is not very
small when compared to the wavelength in free space, it may not be possible for periodic structures to
reach a stable resonance with varying angles of incidence [2].
3. Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs)
At microwave and optical frequency ranges, spatial filtering is the most desirable operation in all
signal processing systems. Frequency selective surfaces (FSS), also called spatial filters, are used to
modify the EM wave incident on such surfaces and provide dispersive transmitted and/or reflected
characteristics. FSSs are usually designed by periodic metallic arrays of elements on a dielectric
substrate. The change brought to the transmitted wave can be both in amplitude or phase when
compared to the incident wave. In any case, selectivity may be introduced against the incident
polarization to improve the irregularities in the emission pattern, which is exhibited through a
change of the phase or amplitude of the transmitted wave. A variety of applications according
to different requirements can be facilitated, depending on the nature of modification added to the
transmitted wave.
Low profile, reduced periodicity, dual polarization, angular stability, multi-pole frequency
response with higher out-of-band rejections, and easy manufacturability are some of the desired
properties of FSSs. Nevertheless, achieving all the aforementioned characteristics for an optimized
design has been a challenge for the FSSs designers [2]. Different techniques to dig out best EM
properties utilize various element shapes and varying geometric design parameters, such as adjusting
the structure element size (patch or aperture), dielectric substrate, and tuning the inter-element
spacing [2,46,47]. In this paper, we present different varieties of FSS structures that are used for
specific EM applications. Additionally, approaches for implementation, fabrication, and testing of
these structures are also studied.
3.1. Operating Theory of FSS
FSS structures (capacitive and inductive), also called spatial filters, are analogous to the microwave
filters according to the circuit theory. Filtering characteristics of FSS can be categorized into the four
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kinds, including low pass, high pass, stop band, and passband. Low pass FSS filters permit a lower
range of frequencies to pass through the structure, while bypass higher range of frequencies. High
pass FSS filter operation is a counterpart of low pass filter function by applying Babinet principle.
Similarly, stopband FSS filter blocks undesired frequencies while passband FSS filter allows only
specific frequency range. For a desired resonant operation, FSSs are designed by periodic arrays of
metal patches and/or slots etched on a dielectric material. The appropriate selection of FSSs array
elements, shape, dimension, and substrate material is the most important part of the design process.
The operational theory of FSS based structures has been explained by Munk in detail [2]. Figure 2
shows the functionality of FSS achieved by a complementary self-resonating network. Simply, when
EM waves are incident on FSS structure, they incite electric currents into the array elements. The level
of coupling energy defines the amplitude of the produced currents. However, these generated currents
also work as EM sources and they create additional scattered fields. Incident EM fields combined
with these scattered fields make up the resultant field in the surrounding of FSS. Consequently,
the required currents and field characteristics can be obtained by properly designed elements and
create the filter response.
The patch elements (dipole FSSs) are designed to act as stopband filters for incoming plane
waves and work as completely reflecting surfaces in a narrow band of frequencies. Their counterparts,
the aperture elements (slot FSSs), demonstrate passband characteristics, means that they behave as
transparent surfaces to incident EM waves within the working band of frequencies. Nevertheless, to
accomplish the functional necessities for a variety of EM applications, conventional FSSs come across a
limited use due to their inadequate filter response, low angular stability, and narrow bandwidth.

Figure 2. The functionality of an FSS.

Figure 3a shows two basic types of element, equivalent circuits, and filters responses for low
and high pass FSSs [2]. FSS patches create resistance (R) and inductance (L), while gaps among
the FSS elements generate capacitance (C). Simple electrostatic principle applies to manipulate the
physical significance of these passive values for different FSS elements, e.g., L of two parallel wires
and C generated by a parallel plate capacitor. So, a required filter response is constructed by the
combination of these capacitive and inductive elements. However, any change in the FSS dimensional
parameters leads to an equivalent variation in the L and C values. Physically, when a unit cell
of an FSS is illuminated by the EM wave, it can be converted to an equivalent resonance circuit.
The resonance frequency can be found by (3), in which L and C represent the equivalent inductance
and the capacitance of an FSS unit cell, respectively.
fr =

1
√
2π LC

(3)

Choosing an appropriate array element is very crucial in designing FSS. While various unit cell
geometries have been implemented, out of which some are easily controllable and so more famous in
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FSS community. A classification of frequently used FSS elements types is summarized in [4] based
on their resonant properties. For example, non–resonant element (patch, wire grid) can be modeled
by a capacitance, whereas single resonant element (like loop, cross, dipole) can be represented by a
series combination of capacitor and inductor. It is to note that the number of resonances has a direct
relationship with the count of lumped elements.
3.2. Principle of Periodic Structures (e.g., FSS)
Principally, there are two ways to find the impedance and scattering properties of periodic
structures [2], first is mutual impedance method which is linked to MoM and second is the plane wave
expansion approach, also called the spectral method. Periodic FSS structure can be designed based on
Floquet theorem. By definition, a periodic structure must be infinite in extent. A planar array which is
infinite in x- and z-direction with identical inter-element spacing (Dx = Dz ) is termed as a truly periodic
configuration (infinite × infinite) and is shown in Figure 3b. Assume if the array is incident by an
incoming EM wave propagating in certain ŝ direction is given in (4).

Figure 3. (a) FSS periodic structure consisting of complimentary array elements, their equivalent
circuits and the frequency responses (Left to right). The patch array element exhibits a capacitive
response (low pass), whereas the grid array element shows an inductive response (high pass) [31]
(b) A true periodic structure showing inter-element spacing (Dx and Dz ) and element length of L.

ŝ = x̂sx + ŷsy + ẑsz

(4)

The amplitude of currents on the entire element will be equal, while the phase of the incident
EM field will match with the phases of these currents. By Floquet’s theorem, the element currents in
column m and row n are given as (5) [31].
Imn = I0,0 e−jβmDx sx e−jβnDz sz

(5)

Using Ohm’s law for reference element 0, 0 gives (6).
∞

"
V

0,0

= ZL +

∑

∞

∑

#

m=−∞ n=−∞

Z0,mn e

−jβmDx sx −jβnDz sz

e

I0,0

(6)

and, array scan impedance is given by (7).
Z0,0 =

∞

∑

∞

∑

m=−∞ n=−∞

Z0,mn e−jβmDx sx e−jβnDz sz

(7)
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3.3. History and Significant Advances of FSS in Recent Years
FSSs have extensively been explored over the past five decades [2,3] and the evolution process
extends from simple geometries to the complex designs. Strict requirements of performance
in advanced applications have stimulated considerable advancements in analytical techniques,
computational power management, and manufacturing technology. Huge potential for military
use has lead to intensive studies of such surfaces since mid-1960s. Although on record, the oldest
patent came in 1919 to the well-known Marconi and Franklin. The earlier FSSs research focused on
developing Cassegrain sub reflectors used in the parabolic antennas. During the Persian Gulf War,
the Lockheed F-117 Nighthawk was openly launched by US air force, which increased the significance
of stealth technology and FSSs. Although the adjustment of radar cross section is considered as the most
thrilling function of this technology, FSS are employed in many other useful applications. These include
dichroic sub-reflectors, radomes, RFIDs, lenses, and electromagnetic interference (EMI) protection.
Mode matching methods were initially applied in waveguide problems for the behavior analysis
of FSS, which gave rise to approach for equivalent circuit modeling [43]. This was partially based on the
transmission line theory. However, it had a limited analysis capability to model the FSS geometry. More
precise numerical techniques have been developed with the introduction of fast processing computers
e.g., MoM, FEM, FDTD, and IEM/BEM. Verification process has now replaced the bolometer used in
earlier experiments with modern Vector Network Analyzers with high capabilities of measurements
for amplitude and phase of the scattered EM fields. Fabrication ease and cost effectiveness are essential
factors that are investigated so far, since the precision in etching defines the performance of an FSS and
it is usually required to be achieved over vast areas of such surface.
Starting with a simple FSS or multiple cascaded FSS realizing a band-pass or band-stop
characteristic, the slot and patch elements are complementary and are linked by Babinet principle.
Generally, FSS applications presume those geometries which are periodic and represented by a unit
cell repeating itself indefinitely [2]. However, several practical applications of non-periodicity exist,
for example, in the use of curved surfaces, and infinite smooth surfaces, which may have randomness in
geometry and its constituent properties [43]. Moreover, the selection of direction-dependent screening
has been achieved by non-reciprocal FSS structures. Some initial uses of FSS lie in the design of radomes
and sub-reflectors for reflector antennas and still extensively studied. Capabilities of functioning at
lower frequencies and broader bandwidth have been facilitated by the lightweight, conductor-backed
thin radar absorbing FSSs.
Furthermore, since the “metamaterial” term was coined, there has been a stirring revitalization
of interest in metamaterial EM structures, especially metamaterial inspired FSSs are investigated
for compact filters, absorbers, and sensing applications. Recently, periodic structures having
three-dimensional (3D) elements is being used with great interest as they allow the electric currents
to flow with components at right angles to the surface and therefore, FSS geometries insensitive to
the incidence angles may be designed [43]. Complex FSS structures are manufactured with advanced
fabrication techniques by joining together consecutive layers of different shapes, such as tetrahedral
Calthrop, is fabricated with a printer employing the fabrication process of fuse-filament.
With the increase in satellite communication and pulse-powered devices, metallic FSSs have
been proved incapable to operate the power/heat produced by such systems efficiently. In such
applications, enhanced field, heat generated by Ohmic-losses, and dangerous emission of electrons,
are exceedingly frequent problems that result in the flashover and electric discharge. Quite recently,
a miniature element FSS has been encapsulated in a dielectric by means of a high break-down power
to minimize the amplitude of the electric field [48]. Peak power of about 25 kW could be handled with
this method. From the above illustration, it is evident that FSS is a massively growing area and needs
more state-of-the-art methodologies and innovative research to support foreseen novel applications
of FSSs.
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4. Types of FSSs
Here, in this section, we categorize the FSSs on the basis of array element, structure design,
and application. Figure 4 gives the taxonomy of the FSS presented in this article.
4.1. FSS Based on Array Elements
In this review article, we cover three types of FSSs based on array elements, including basic
element type FSSs, convoluted/meandered FSSs, and fractal FSSs.
4.1.1. Basic Element Type FSSs
In general, four basic types of FSS element groups have been classified [2] and are illustrated
in Figure 5. This includes Group-1 (centrally connected or N-poles, such as dipole, tripole,
square-spiral, Jerusalem crosses), Group-2 (looped shapes, e.g., circular, square, hexagonal loops),
Group-3 (solid interiors or patch shapes of different shapes), and Group-4 (combinations of above all).
Depending on the potential application, FSS designers select array element from any of these groups
and/or use a combination of these as well. A good element should present a stable resonance response
with the variation in incidence angles. Commonly, selecting a group-2 element with a larger loop area
is beneficial and it enhances the bandwidth [2].
Simple circular loops, square loops to advance loaded elements with three or four legs
have been utilized; especially hexagonal loop structures are useful for wideband applications.
When circumference (perimeter) of the loop element becomes equal to a full wavelength, FSS reaches
the resonance. It is found that an ample range of bandwidth can be achieved by changing the shape
of these loop elements i-e loaded three or four-legged elements, which are narrow band, whereas
hexagon loops are ultra wideband.

Figure 4. A taxonomy of FSSs as reviewed in this survey.

Nevertheless, the bandwidth of almost all types of FSSs can be varied by altering the inter-element
spacing, which must be small in terms of the wavelength. If the inter-element spacing is greater than
half of the wavelength, it will result in the early onset of the grating lobes, pushing the main resonance
towards downside with varying incidence angles.
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Figure 5. Typical shapes of FSS elements [2].

Depending on the effective permittivity and with convincingly large inter-element spacing, such
FSS resonates when the circumference is equal to a wavelength [2]. The bandwidth increases when
the inter-element spacing is reduced. On the other hand, at a certain closer distance, this increases
the inter-element capacitance as well, thereby pushing the resonant frequency towards the lower
side. To overcome this discrepancy and regain the desired resonant frequency, the circumference
of an element should be reduced. Group-1 stands next to loop family. With proper design of
elements in this group, inter-element spacing can be reasonably reduced to experience extremely
large bandwidth, for example, in case of gangbuster elements. This way, the inception of grating lobes
is significantly delayed. Group 3 consisting of solid interior elements are mostly used in combination
with complementary elements that are adjacent to it.
Conventionally, the general attribute of FSSs is that they reach resonance at the desired frequency
only when the patch or slot size in the unit cell becomes at least in the order of half of the wavelength.
However, this limitation can be overcome by minimizing the electrical dimensions of the constituting
element/inclusions at subwavelength level to ensure insensitivity to variations of incident angle and
polarization. To facilitate such a requirement, FSS with miniaturized element is proposed by Sarabandi
et al. [49], in which small metallic arrays are periodically printed in patch layer (capacitive mesh)
on one side of a dielectric substrate. Wire grid patterns (inductive mesh) with equal subwavelength
periodicity are arranged on the other side. Both capacitive and inductive layer in combination with
the dielectric substrate, produce a parallel resonating LC-circuit. With such a structure arrangement,
it is possible to organize a higher quantity of unit cells in a compact space [12], which is of practical
importance for some sensitive low-spaced applications, like radomes. It is noted that an arbitrary phase
front can efficiently be achieved for miniaturized unit cells, which can reduce the angular sensitivity
of the incident plane wave. However, the double or multilayer FSS structures face errors resulting
from fabrication process, sensitivity in response, and also a substantial amount of insertion loss at the
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resonance arising from strong effects of the localized electric field within the lossy dielectric medium.
Table 2 presents different types of FSS structures utilizing some basic type and advanced elements
showing their nature of filter and number of layers.
4.1.2. Convoluted or Meandered FSSs
Some applications demand miniaturized FSS, especially in radomes where flexibility is a challenge
for FSS designers. FSSs with relatively small electrical dimensions are enviable, so that the unit cell
size is reduced without affecting the angular stability. It is proved in [50] that the convoluted square
loop FSS structures can present better stability in polarization as compared to the simple element.
Table 2. Different types of FSSs.
FSS Ref.

Layers

[51]

2

Interconnected non-complementary planes

Patch/Aperture

Filter Type
Dual Band

[52]

2

Offset-circular ring patches

Single band

[53]

1

Centered square patch and connected L-shaped arms

Dual Band

[54]

1

Three capacitive and several inductive loops

Multi Band

[55]

1

Hexagonal-form with circular arrangement of
triangular loops

Single band

[56]

1

Four sides loading aperture element into the inner side of the
square loop.

Single band

[57]

2

Interconnected ring resonator element with two splits
arranged orthogonally in two layers

Single band

[58]

1

Circular ring elements consisting of meander-slots with
multi turns

Dual Band

[59]

1

Neighboring Y-hole elements rotated by 90◦

Single band

[60]

1

Unit cell of single ring slot pair with similar three pairs
concentrically used

Single band

[61]

1

Two circular loops of the nested structure with Recesses

Dual Band

Furthermore, in [62], it was studied that smaller unit cells are less distorted for a specified amount
of curvature. Through convolution square loop, the element area can be minimized by a significant
factor that may exceed an order of magnitude. The concept of convoluting the elements to reduce the
unit size is a constructive approach to tighten the curved structures and evidently isolate the grating
lobes effect from the fundamental resonance. However, manufacturing limitation falls on the way as a
penalty to pack the resonating length to diminish the unit cell of a particular area.
Miniaturized FSS with convoluted square loop array elements was initially coined in [62],
and Figure 6a shows such a structure shape [50]. This FSS provides effective shielding in X-band with
3dB fractional bandwidth (FBW) of approximately 48% enough to cover this band [50]. Miniaturized
array elements with interwoven geometry, as shown in Figure 6b, have efficiently been used to provide
selective frequency isolation in office windows and thus signal-to-noise ratio is improved, delivering
great advancement in the reliability of mobile communications [63]. Similarly, to address the challenge
of minimizing the unit cell, meandered elements are introduced in [64] to increase the resonant lengths,
in which four symmetrical and spiral shapes of metallic FSS element are printed on one side of a
dielectric substrate, as shown in Figure 6c. It is observed that these meandered lines are different from
previous works as in this research; the element slots are nested with their neighborhood. The length
span of resulting cross spiral slot is long enough to efficiently increase the equivalent inductance
as well as the capacitance at the same time, allowing for this compact arrangement to demonstrate
promising stability under oblique incident angles and polarizations.
A similar concept of meandered lines was studied in [65,66]. The conception of meandered array
element not only trims down the unit cell size, but also gives a stable stopband frequency response
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(in case of loop type FSS) for higher oblique angles of incidence, and segregates the main resonant
frequency from the grating lobes. With the inclusion of meander lines, small partitions exit between
the wire elements and hence the capacitance produced between them having effectively reduces the
resonant frequency, as shown by the graph in Figure 6d [66]. Further, it is deduced that considerable
bandwidth variation is attained by cascading two FSS arrays with air-gap separation (2–80 mm),
as shown in Figure 6e. Cascading of FSSs produces a cyclic effect in the bandwidth with the change of
the thickness and it also may be due to the standing waves that were created by the EM fields in the
partition region that couple the power from one FSS layer to the next.
Although FSSs that are designed by using space-filling curves possess simple geometry, which is
an attractive choice for smart applications requiring higher stability in dual/multi band performance.
The reduced independent controllability, high insertion loss, and fabrication/implementation
difficulties are some of the problems faced in miniaturized dual-band single screen FSSs.
Comparatively, FSS in [67] is made up of crossed-dipole aperture element united with meandered
mono-pole symmetrical aperture element, as shown in Figure 6f, and provides passband responses at
C and X bands. It is noticed that two pass bands are adjustable independently, simply by changing
the geometric parameters of the elements while offering wider bandwidth and lower insertion loss.
It is observed that the cross-dipole element largely controls the first resonating frequency, whereas the
second resonant frequency is primarily determined by the meandered mono-pole element.

Figure 6. (a). Convoluted square loop FSS (b). Array element with interwoven geometry
(c) The geometry of the miniaturized element based on meandered lines showing 2 × 2 unit cells [64]
(d) FSS based on meandered elements showing the variation of resonant frequency with the inclusion
of meandered stage [65]. (e) Bandwidth versus air separation of cascaded FSS [65] (f) Evolution process
of the FSS unit cell in [67].

4.1.3. Fractal Based FSSs
Nowadays, significant research in microwave engineering is reported in the design and
development of new FSS designs based on the theory of fractal geometry due to its attractive
features [29,68]. Geometric patterns generate fractals through an iterative procedure for an infinite
number of times [69]. However, pre-fractal shapes originate by truncating the iterative method
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after a finite number of iterations. FSS with fractal elements was originally proposed in [62] to cut
down the size of the structure by applying the space-filling curves of Hilbert and Minkowski. Later,
the innovation in recently reported researches has brought unprecedented prospects for engineers to
investigate unlimited possible fractal configurations that had not existed in earlier time. Important
performance attributes that are realized by fractal arrays include efficient methodologies to element
size reduction, multi-band behavior, low-side lobe designs, and improvement in fast beam forming
algorithms by utilizing the recursive property of the fractals [70,71].
Fractal FSSs are famous for their self-similarity nature, thereby creating multi-band response and
compactness. The multi-band frequency response of Sierpinski fractals has lucratively been used in the
past for designing dual-band FSSs [72,73]. Additionally, the impact on the frequency response has been
investigated via the scaling factor, iteration level, and width of the metallic patch [29,74,75]. It is proved
with the increase in the electrical length of the fractal patch, a decrease of the working frequency is
achieved, and for that reason, a lessening in the structural dimensions is observed. Figure 7a–h gives
an overview of some of the fractal shapes used in recent researches.
Fractals occupy a much smaller area because of their efficient space usage. The Koch dipole
(Koch curve family) is much smaller than a straight wire dipole whereas both of them resonate at the
same frequency. A Koch curve is generated by an iterative process, as shown in Figure 8a [76]. The
whole length of a Koch curve at its Nth iteration is (4/3)N of the length at zeroth iteration (a straight
line). Therefore, a Koch dipole starting and ending at the same point as its normal dipole counterpart
effectively offers a much greater length and thus a lower resonance frequency. In fact, this results in a
miniaturized element design.
(1) Fractal Dimension and its Generation by Iterated Function System
To obtain self-similar dimension, the fractal geometry is divided by scaling it down with replicas
of itself. If the scaling fraction is “sf” and “N” copies of the original geometry to be made, and then the
self-similarity dimension (SFD) is defined in (8) [76].
SFD =

logN
log(1/sf)

(8)

As an example, four copies of a fractal square can be made with sf = 1/2, nine copies with
sf = 1/3, 16 copies sf = 1/4, or N2 copies of sf = 1/N. Using above formula, the SFD is established to
be equal to 2. SFD of several fractal geometries can be determined with this approach. A wide range
of practical fractal element structures can be generated while using an extremely adaptable method
called Iterated Function System (IFS) [71]. IFS is an effective design tool in fractal antenna engineering
and fundamentally offers a generic structure for the characterizing and manipulating the fractals.

Figure 7. Some typical fractal FSS geometries investigated in different applications.
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(2) Research on Fractal FSS
Fractal FSS surfaces design based on the Minkowski islands, inset crossed dipole periodic cells,
and Sierpinski carpet fractals were investigated in [29]. The simulation methods incorporating periodic
boundary conditions allow for periodic arrays of complex elements to be analyzed. These include
periodic MoM, which gives liberty to simulate tilted FSS surfaces for varying incidence angles and
periodic finite difference time domain (FDTD) technique by which complex periodic arrays elements
can efficiently be simulated. It is observed that the two later kinds of fractals provide multiband
responses with a superior relationship between the structure geometry and the prediction of stop
bands, while former fractal gives most closely spaced resonances. Conversely, transmission in the
passband between the two stop bands is relatively lossy which can be made constructive for some
applications. Importantly, a number of bands with the desired bandwidth are possible, and the
passband performance can be improved by making a trade off among geometric shape, periodicity,
and supporting dielectrics substrate.
An interesting property of fractals is the opportunity of acquiring arbitrarily longer curvature
confined in a specified area/volume. This characteristic has been effectively utilized in reducing the
inter-element spacing between the resonating shapes of FSS. The fascinating feature of “self-similarity”
facilitates to realize a multiband performance. However, a truly multiband FSS design encounters
a major limitation, i.e., appearance of grating lobes, which can be overcome by minimizing the
spacing between neighboring elements as compared to the free space wavelength. On the other
hand, the inter-elements spacing cannot be smaller than their length. The Sierpinski dipole exhibits a
multiband response that is known after the invention of Sierpinski gaskets or Sierpinski triangles [69].
Earlier, it is proved by Romeu et al. that Sierpinski fractal FSS without dielectric substrate can merely
show dual band behavior [77]. This is to note that in Sierpinski gasket, a scale ratio exists between a
triangle and the triangles built in the subsequent iterations of one half.
The Sierpinski dipole shape gives enough freedom to modify its geometry and tune frequency
response [73]. It is recognized in this research that the resonant frequencies are related to the span
length of the dipole edge (2*h) instead of its height. As a result, the resonant frequency becomes low at
a certain height when the flare angle of dipoles is widened, as seen in the trend graph of Figure 8b.
Additionally, the distance between the first and the second resonance roughly remains the same with
the variation of flare angle. It has been examined that by suitably perturbing the shape i-e the scale
factor, the ratio between resonant frequencies can be modified. Trends of the resonant frequency in
Figure 8c shows the effect of different scale factors, and it can be inferred that it is possible to adjust
the frequency response to a definite extent for a Sierpinski dipole FSS.
Gosper hexagonal and Dürer pentagon patch fractals were proposed in designing of compact
FSS based filters in [78,79]. Stopband filtering with dual-band responses and broad bandwidth
is exhibited by these spatial structures. Their EM performance parameters (resonant frequency
and bandwidth) can be adjusted without modifying their original size. The tuning at the required
frequencies range is possible because resonant frequency decreases by increasing the number of
fractal iterations. Also, with an increase in the periodicity of the structure, the resonant frequency
is lowered while narrowing the bandwidth. Nonetheless, a reduced effect is pronounced when the
fractal iteration is increased. Metallic Koch fractal with two-dimensional periodic array elements is
reported in [80] for miniaturization of FSS. Recently, fractals have been used to design compact and
angularly stable FSSs [81].
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Figure 8. (a) Koch curve generation [76]. Effect on resonant frequency for the Sierpinski dipole FSS
with (b) variation of flare angle (c) variation of scale factors [73].

Promising and desirable FSS performance characteristics with Peano pre-fractals is claimed in [82],
for instance, adjustable transmission features, compact designs, higher frequency compression factor,
stable frequency responses for oblique angles of incidence wave, and multiband behavior. Any fractal
geometry whose fractal dimension (SFD) is equal to 2 is named as Peano curve [68]. Originally, Peano
curve consists of a base-motif fractal, which makes use of a line segment for its base. Figure 9a shows
Peano fractals (k = 1 and k = 2) with an octagonal base of metallic patches printed on a single layer of
fiber glass has been used for reconfiguration which is an attractive feature for some antenna systems
and transmission management in buildings requiring wireless applications [82]. The possibility of FSS
reconfiguration is facilitated by assuming particular switches to be turned off (S1–S8).
As seen in Figure 9b, with the increase of iteration level, the number of resonances increases
from 3 to 7. Analysis of increasing the inter-element spacing shows that for k = 0, the resonance
frequency lessens and the BW narrows down, as depicted in Figure 9c. However, for k = 1 and k = 2,
a slight increase in resonant frequency is examined. Figure 9d gives the trend graph of varying
angle of incidence and shows stability for fractal level 1 and 2, while deviations of 33% and 0.49% in
resonance frequencies are found for k = 0 and k = 2, respectively. Similarly, an increase in BW is seen
for higher oblique angles with level 1 and 2 as compared to level 0 and tendency is shown in Figure 9e.
Such flexible fractal patch element can provide many combinations of reconfigurations, though the
drawback is that a reconfigured patch loses its symmetry and hence dual polarisability.
Fractal elements can also be employed in designing FSSs for wireless security and mobile
communication especially to protect security staff in buildings against harmful EM radiation in L or
S-band. In this band of frequencies, FSS proposed in [81] demonstrates good reflection characteristic
to screen out the EM energy; while at 900/1800/1900 MHz and 5.2/5.8 GHz, this fractal structure
works as a good transmitter (a passband filter). The design made by regular hexagonal patches and
equilateral triangle shaped array while using a fractal structure can efficiently reduce the unit size and
maintains the stopband characteristic of this ring shaped FSS. Through proper symmetric configuration
and a small gap between the two adjacent cells, the resonance frequency can be diminished by using
high permittivity material, as revealed in Figure 9f. With resonance frequency in vacuum f0 and
relative permittivity r , the resonance frequency fr can be calculated by (9).
q

fr = f0/

(r+ 1)/2

(9)

Desired resonance frequency in reject-band can conveniently be gained by using the certain
dielectric material, for screening out the WiMax, WLAN, mobile communication, and other unwanted
signals. Usually, self-similarity feature of fractal structures increases the number of resonances by
augmenting the fractal iteration. One such fractal configuration, named as the SZ curve, is utilized in
miniaturizing the FSS element giving two passbands (in S and C band) [83]. The element in slot shape is
joined by four symmetric SZ curves of the second iteration, giving it a meandered aperture appearance.
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Figure 9. (a) FSS pre-fractal based patch element showing reconfiguration possibilities for k = 1
with switch positions (b) Number of resonances versus resonant frequency for different fractal levels.
(c) Effect Inter-element spacing on resonance frequency. Effect of changing the angle of incidence for
different fractal levels on (d) resonance frequency (e) Bandwidth [82]. (f) The effect on the resonant
frequency by varying the dielectric constant [81].

An improvement in the FSS bandwidth can be achieved by cascading two or multiple layers of
fractal elements. Another approach to develop double or multiband FSSs is by creating geometries
with dissimilar fractal array elements as compared to those geometries with identical fractal elements.
Sierpinski fractals with dissimilar patch elements on a single-layer substrate have been used to improve
the multiband frequency response and for the trimness of the FSS [84]. It is noticed that the integration
of dissimilar fractal motif geometries enables the realization of multi-stop band filtering characteristics,
also allowing for the adjustment of resonant frequency and bandwidth. Such multiband FSSs have
potential use in modern designs of civil construction with optimized propagation for the indoor
environments. Furthermore, Table 3 details different types of fractal and meandered FSSs when
comparing structure dimensions and performance parameters.
Table 3. Different types of fractal and meandered FSSs.
FSS Ref.

Layers

fr (GHz)

Array Element
Size

Total
Thickness

FBW %

Iteration

Patch and Aperture
Element

[29]

1

15

0.377λ

0.075λ

37

1

Minkowski fractal patch

[64]

1

4

0.058λ

0.013λ

101

–

Meandered spiral lines
nested with neighborhood

[85]

1

0.96

0.11λ

0.005λ

14

1

Double square loop (first
iteration) with folded
strips at the four corners

[86]

1

2.73

0.293λ

—

23.8

1

Circular and cross dipole
conductive fractal patches

[87]

1

11.95 (stop Band)

0.2λ

0.002λ

4.2

1

Concentric double
Minkowski fractal

[88]

1

2.02

0.012λ

0.162λ

31

SFD = 1.8617

Teragon fractals
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4.2. FSSs Based on Structure
Based on the structure, we review four types of FSSs in this survey, including single layer FSSs,
multilayer FSSs, antenna-filter-antenna FSSs, and three-dimensional FSSs.
4.2.1. Single Layer FSSs
Single layer FSSs are composed of two-dimensional array of periodic resonant element. As is well
known, FSSs act as either passband or stopband filters based on the two characteristics exhibited by
the patch or slot elements. Single layer FSSs with such filter response have been used in wide range of
applications. However, their potential use is restricted by the limited space available for the unit cell.
Hence, arranging a high count of large-sized array elements and creating a better performing finite FSS
is exigent. Additionally, large inter-element spacing and element sizes may result in many challenges
particularly in realizing curved surfaces [64]. For that reason, the conception of miniaturized array
element FSSs is emerged and enhanced the angular stability of the structure. Such miniaturized
elements are considered broadly, because they cause the working bands to be separate from the grating
lobes region as defined by the period of the array [62,89]. Recently, FSS miniaturization has been
achieved by different elements, such as simple loops, multi-poles, patches, or their complementary
structures, convoluted, meandered, and fractal elements.
A range of two-dimensional single layer FSSs have been proposed with a fast transition from
in-band to out-of-band features along with insensitivity to incidence angle [90,91]. Table 2 outlines
some of the single layer FSS utilizing different types of array elements that are used by researchers
exhibiting single, dual, or multiband response. Table 3 demonstrates few fractals based single layer
FSS working in different frequency bands and exhibiting a range of FBW, depending on the element
geometry and FSS size. It can be inferred that single layer FSSs are efficient structures with less mass,
volume, and cost and therefore, easily integrable and mountable to many EM structures such as bigger
antenna apertures, to be used in multitude applications of advanced and complex communication
systems, including radar configurations.
4.2.2. Multilayer FSSs
A significant challenge in FSSs theory is the limitation of its operating bandwidth, particularly it is
very difficult to improve the BW performance of single layer FSS. From Table 3, it can be deduced that
even when the implementation of a fractal element on a single layer is employed, still the FBW is limited.
However, meandered/convoluted and fractal technique has been able to reduce the unit cell size and
also the profile of the FSS. In [29], we can observe very narrow band behavior of single layer FSS by
using different fractal array elements, and the reference of insertion loss does not reach better than
20 dB. Separation of consecutive FSSs frequency bands is possible with wider transmission/reflection
bands and also faster roll-off in some of the applications. However, the frequency response is declined
gradually on both sides of the resonant frequency in the case of single layer FSSs, making them
inappropriate for such critical applications. The problem can be solved essentially by using resonating
elements of complex geometry or through multilayer FSSs construct [92]. The first choice typically
results in multiband response and overall enhanced BW without improving it for single resonance and
occasionally decreasing it in some cases. As a consequence, the second alternative is more suitable to
increase the BW of single resonance.
A broadband response in the desired frequency range is achievable by multilayered FSS structures
due to the discontinuity provided by the layers. Higher order passband FSS can achieve better
performance with faster roll-off and smooth in-band frequency response. The thickness of the substrate
turns out to be approximately a quarter of a wavelength in implementing passband FSSs by use
of resonant surfaces, which is deplorable in many smart applications nowadays. Alternatively,
non-resonant array elements largely increase the FSS size. Therefore, a trade-off is ascertained
depending on the type of application. The design parameters of multilayer FSSs can be optimized
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through different optimization approaches, such as particle swarm optimization (PSO), genetic
algorithm (GA), winning particle optimization (WPO), and artificial neural network (ANN).
A low-profile second-order passband FSS was realized by using non-resonant conventional patch
and mesh in [93] and a miniaturized higher order dual-band FSS in [94]. A second-order passband
FSS with narrowband frequency response by using inductively coupled miniaturized array element is
detailed in [95]. The design technique is based on dielectric spacers as the key resonating filter elements
and is coupled together by means of shunt inductors, which are employed as two-dimensional wire
grids with subwavelength periodicity. It is noted that, in this way, the FSS periodic structure does not
utilize any metallic elements to achieve the desired resonating filter response. Nonetheless, using such
a non-resonant configuration possibly affects in miniaturization the array elements.
FSS designed by two compact resonating layers of our stepped-impedance transmission lines
joined to an outer square ring and coupled by a non-resonant inductive cross dipole layer, as seen
in Figure 10a, exhibits a second-order passband response [96]. Worthy to mention that conventional
higher-order passband FSSs are usually designed for higher bands of frequencies, such as X, Ku, K,
and Ka, due to their relatively bulky configurations. However, the proposed structure is exceptionally
compact and low-profile having a functional frequency of about 3.8 GHz and applicable to very
low-frequency applications. Furthermore, Figure 10b shows fractal Koch elements of different levels
used in a double layer FSS [97] and Figure 10c gives the topology of a three layer FSS proposed in [98]
based on fractal complementary elements.

Figure 10. (a) Pattern of two compact resonating layers of FSS (b) Elements of double screen Koch FSS
(c) Structural diagram of FSS based on complementary Minkowski Fractal elements.

Table 4 demonstrates a comparison of different multilayer FSS presented in recent researches,
and it is observed that achieving higher FBW is a challenge with smaller unit size and reduced profile.
Although multilayer construct helps to achieve the optimum design, getting higher BW at lower
operating frequency is a major obstacle for the FSS designers.
Table 4. Different multilayer FSSs.
FSS Ref.

Conductive
Layers

fr (GHz)

Array Element
Size

Total
Thickness

FBW %

Order

[93]

3

10

0.15λ

0.033λ

20

2

Inter-digital capacitance patch
with wire grid

[94]

5

16.5

0.104λ

0.22λ

10

2

Capacitive patch and inductive
wire grid

[96]

3

3.8

0.076λ

0.038λ

10

2

Patches of outer square ring with
four inner stepped-impedance
transmission lines and wire grid

[12]

2

2.4

0.104

0.013

29.2

–

Meandered lines (printed
patterned wires) and 4 symmetric
square metal patches

[99]

3

10.4

0.225λ

0.035λ

23

3

Capacitive patches & hybrid
resonator (wire grid & balanced
spiral resonators)

Patch and Aperture Elements
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Table 4. Cont.
FSS Ref.

Conductive
Layers

fr (GHz)

Array Element
Size

Total
Thickness

FBW %

Order

Patch and Aperture Elements

[17]

3

10.8

0.144λ × 0.125λ

0.075λ

75

2

Connected Capacitive patches and
slots of modified triples

[100]

2

1.42

0.0378λ

0.0013λ

37

–

Four-fold symmetric meander
lines and convoluted dipole

[95]

4

21

0.21λ

0.273λ

5

2

All wire grid layers

[101]

3

10

0.1λ

0.067λ

21

2

Double concentric square loops
patch with wire grid

[102]

3

8.5

0.2λ

0.257λ

15

3

Wire grid and Hybrid
(I-shaped) resonator

[103]

2

15

0.3λ

0.545λ

13

2

Gridded square loop and
cross-loop aperture embedded in
five dielectric substrate layers

[104]

2

7.95

0.12λ

0.042λ

23

–

Crossed slot element convoluted
three circles with vertical vias

[105]

2

12.24

0.245λ

0.03λ

96

–

Patch of four square loops at four
corners and non-resonant
inductive layer with a square loop

[97]

2

45.91

0.53λ

0.055λ

28.4

–

Fractal Koch elements cascaded
with air gap in between

4.2.3. Antenna-Filter-Antenna (AFA) FSSs
A traditional FSS or a first-order FSS cannot cover the demands of wider BW. Additionally, by
cascading multiple first order FSSs layers with the interval of quarter wavelength between each other,
multi-pole or wideband FSS can be obtained. Resultantly, this technique of the adding dielectric slabs
enlarges the thickness of the FSS. The use of advanced FSSs configurations, such as active FSS, fractal
FSS, and multilayer FSS, may significantly enhance the bandwidth [41]. Another option of designing a
multiband FSS can be accomplished by multilayered surfaces. It has been proved earlier that fractal
structures are employed for size reduction, while the stacking models can improve the bandwidth of
FSS [2,29,92].
Recently proposed, FSS based on the array of Antenna-Filter-Antenna (AFA) are considered as low
profile and employed to accomplish high frequency selectivity [74,75,106–108]. It consists of carefully
designed receive and transmit antenna elements as the building blocks of FSS, coupled to resonant or
non-resonating element structure to synthesize a filter response in a particular frequency band. Use of
the resonant element permits an arbitrarily higher order filter response. However, the periodicity of
FSS is of primary concern along with the requirement of broader BW, high angular stability, multi-pole
characteristics, and stable performance. Smaller period of the FSS element (miniaturization) can help
to postpone the inception of grating lobes and it results in the diminution of the FSS distortion.
A three layer AFA topology is carried out in [74], as shown in Figure 11, to design passband
FSS in C band with the multi-pole response by means of fractal geometric structure (Minkowski
fractals). The incorporation of such an AFA arrangement with fractal elements yields a low
profile and miniaturizes FSS for high selectivity applications, such as passband waveguide filters,
dichroic reflectors, and as narrowband radomes to control the RCS. It is prominent the structure
parameters relating to fractal iteration order, ratios of Minkowski patches, and cross-shaped fractal
coupling aperture impact the frequency response and control the miniaturization level, as well as the
coupling strength.
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Figure 11. The Configuration of fractal Antenna-Filter-Antenna (AFA) based FSS with top and side
view [74].

A comparison of recently demonstrated AFA based FSS structures is presented in Table 5,
elaborating layers count, patch/apertures fractal shapes, and functionality. It can be inferred that AFA
based FSSs are helpful in the enhancement of BW, especially when the fractal geometries are utilized
in the array element. However, such structures appear to increase the thickness and/or periodicity of
the element.
Table 5. Comparison of Antenna-Filter-Antenna fractal FSS structures.
FSS Ref.

Conducting
Layers

f0 (GHz)

Array Element
Size

Total
Thickness

FBW %

Order

[75]

5

10

0.25λ

0.267λ

37

3

Minkowski fractal patch with
slot ground

[74]

3

5.1

0.2λ

0.07λ

19.6

2

Minkowski fractal patch with
slot ground

[107]

3

36

0.632λ

0.116λ

8.2 (1 dB)

–

Hexagonal patch and CPW
quarter wave resonator (U slot)

[98]

3

10

0.25λ

0.23λ

60

3

Fractal patch with slotted ground

Patch and Aperture Elements

4.2.4. Three-Dimensional FSSs (3D FSSs)
Generally, the required qualities of an FSS are wide passband, fast roll-off (sharp edges), and
insensitivity to incident angles and polarizations of an incoming EM wave in applications, such
as RCS reduction, terahertz sensing, EM compatibility, and telecommunication. Unfortunately,
two-dimensional periodic elements (patch/apertures), planar FSSs (2D FSS) with the single layer or
multilayer are inefficient to realize all of the above-mentioned features simultaneously [22]. Although
such structures are easy to manufacture, but the inability to provide satisfactory performance, restricts
these in many potential applications. Recently, a unique class of FSSs, distinguished from traditional
FSS, has been introduced as 3D FSSs to beat the limitations of 2D FSS [22,109].
Equivalent LC resonance circuit, waveguide cut-off, or multilayer coupling technique is mostly
used to deduce the filtering characteristics of 2D FSS. Same methods apply to the existing 3D FSS too.
However, additional structures/cavities between planar layers of 2D FSS are introduced instead of
the conventional multilayer structure to create 3D FSS design. The inter-structure additions can be
periodic arrays of microstrip line board, metal plate bits, vias (holes), or some resonating metal lines.
These 3D configurations grant superfluous choice of design methods, and therefore, adaptable for
advanced performance characteristics of in-band response stability, sharper cut-off, superior flexibility,
and wider out-of-band rejection.
Theory of cascading the cavity filters implies that by cascading the Substrate Integrated Waveguide
(SIW) cavities in an FSS, selective performance can be amazing as compared to single cavity FSS.
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Therefore, conventional FSS with grid slot is united with cascaded SIW cavity structure, thereby
improving the selectivity response and giving faster roll off in sidebands [110]. Given the lumped
element parameters along with structure geometry, the frequency responses of an FSS with an arbitrary
number of cascading SIW cavities (1–8) can be obtained, and it is noticed from this reference that the
transmission properties reach closer to the ideal passband transmission response. Additionally, the BW
and insertion loss are not sensitive to the cavity count
A novel design concept of guiding and confining the surface wave propagation through the
transmission tunnels, by subwavelength metallic staggered rectangular frames, as shown in Figure 12a,
has been utilized for spatial filtering as compared to earlier investigated planar surface structured
waveguides [111]. A transmission curve with rectangular shape, sharp roll-off, and wider out-of-band
rejection is obtained while five transmission poles within the passband (12.1 to 15.4 GHz) are observed.
3D printing technique is utilized to construct this uncommon structure with photo polymerization
using ultraviolet light cured resin. The physical theory of this 3D FSS is evidently inferred with
the explanation of current loop path to precisely recognize the passband, as depicted in Figure 12b.
For such structures, surface waveguides allow the EM waves to pass by limiting the power along the
metal surface instead of trapping the energy inside the cavity. This resolves the restriction of cut-off
frequency and facilitates the miniaturization of unit cells. Ultimately, the strong coupling mechanism
provides fast roll-off than any other multilayer FSS designs. Such 3D FSSs possess the benefits of
flexibility in shape, reduced weight, free-standing, and integrated design in all types of radomes.

Figure 12. (a) Surface waveguide made of metallic frames. (b) Coupling of current through
Three-Dimensional FSS (3D FSS) structure at transmission poles [111].

The desired number of transmission zeros and/or poles at fixed frequencies can be realized by
3D FSS as compared to 2D FSS, by utilizing some specific count of resonators and/or propagation
modes. Therefore, the filtering characteristics e.g., frequency selectivity, out-of-band rejection,
can simply be improved by controlling the resonances of these added resonators. A general
equivalent circuit model of a unit cell of 3D FSS is shown in Figure 13, including a number of
resonators [112]. Here Rai (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) represents resonators that link the input and the output
ports, Rbj (j = 1, 2, . . . , N) and Rck (k = 1, 2, . . . , N) are resonators attached only either to the input
or to the output port, respectively. Rai can present transmission zeros/poles at their resonating
frequencies. Rbj and Rck can achieve extra transmission zeros at the required frequencies, further
improving the selectivity of a passband FSS.
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Figure 13. General equivalent circuit model of a 3D FSS with multiple resonators or modes [112].

To overcome the problem of poor filtering in single resonant element based single layer 2D FSS
(e.g., in [56]) exhibiting one transmission pole, an improved design of 3D broadband FSS with four
poles passband response is presented in [112], in which each unit cell has two microstrip lines that are
split by a horizontally laid long and thin metallic rectangular bar in the air region. Additionally, both
of these lines are shorted to ground through a shorting via hole in the centre. The top line is printed on
a substrate with high dielectric constant, while the bottom line is printed on a low dielectric constant
substrate. The inserted metallic bar can block the air propagating paths while two propagating paths
by two different substrates are still present there. Moreover, first resonance occurs due to resonators
on the top substrate since the guided wavelength is shorter (high dielectric constant) as compared to
the bottom substrate (low dielectric constant).
Table 6 gives an overview of some of the 3D FSS reported in recent years and it is noticed that,
although good ranges of frequency responses are exhibited by these 3D structures, the challenge that
is linked with this advanced technology is the complication in manufacturing and realization. A lot
of research is going to overcome this problem as recently a solution has been presented by Lee et al.
of using four-legged loop element, implemented by using via holes in a multilayer PCB geometry
for stopband applications [113]. Superior performance and ground-breaking implementations are
envisaged by future explorations in 3D FSS design scenarios.
4.3. FSSs Based on Applications
FSSs have been used in various applications ranging in different frequency bands from
RF, micro-, millimeter wave, and terahertz regions [97,114,115]. Some of the researches are
well demonstrated in radio frequency identifications [9,116], wireless communications [117,118],
shielding purposes/EMI/EMC problems [58,81,82,119], polarization transformation [120], stealth
radomes [75,98,103,121], EMI protection from portable electronics/wireless charging pad [122,123],
directional multi-band antenna [124], polarization detection [125], and sensing [28,126]. Although a
diverse categorization of FSSs can be made based on their applications, here we investigate six types of
FSSs in this survey including microwave absorbers, active FSSs, wearable FSS, meta-skin FSS, optical
FSS, and textile FSSs.
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Table 6. An overview of 3D FSSs reported in different researches.
FSS Ref.

3D FSS

Element Type

3 dB BW Range (GHz)

[112]

Wide passband FSS

Two microstrip lines split by a horizontally
laid long and thin metallic rectangular bar

[111]

Passband FSS with rapid roll-off based on
surface wave tunneling

Subwavelength staggered vertical and
horizontal metallic rectangular frames

[127]

Miniaturized, thinner FSS with steep
quasi-elliptical band-stop filtering

Lumped capacitor on microstrip
stepped-impedance resonator

[128]

Flat passband and sharp rejection
response FSS

A symmetric unit cell in three dimensions

[129]

Wide and flat passband FSS

Periodic array of square waveguides

12–24.7

[22]

Wide passband with four transmission poles

Two parallel U-shaped suspended strip lines,
double printed on a thin substrate and
located inside a square waveguide

8.4–16.2

[130]

Novel miniaturized 3D FSS independent of
polarizations & incident angles

Square metallic waveguide with modified
dumbbell slots in all waveguide walls

3.7–4

[131]

Dual-polarized FSS with wide
out-of-band rejection

Two arrays of vertically and horizontally
placed double sided parallel strip lines
connected together by a centered via and a
number of inserted metallic plates

7–8.3

5–10
11.8–13.2
4.3–4.8
12.4–16.3

4.3.1. Microwave Absorbing FSSs
In general, an FSS generates good reflection characteristics in a specific range of frequencies in
its stopband, as shown in Figure 14a. Because for some specific applications in the stopband at the
microwave range, such strong reflection should be reduced, defining a terminology as frequency
selective absorber, also called microwave FSS absorbers illustrated in Figure 14b. The reflected signals
are absorbed in the stopband usually by introducing some absorbing array elements in the FSS design.
Therefore, instead of reflecting the incident EM waves back, microwave absorbers are chiefly used to
absorb them. They are specifically useful in making military aircraft/targets undetectable from the
radars. If Γ and T are the reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively, the absorption factor A
can be calculated by (10).
A = 1 − | Γ |2 − |T|2
(10)

Figure 14. (a) FSS with good reflection characteristics (b) FSS with absorber characteristics.

Commonly, FSSs with reflect/transmit characteristics are integrated into walls of the buildings to
secure the wireless local area network (WLAN). Purposely, they allow for mobile phone signals to pass
while blocking the WLAN signals. However, serious stopband reflections from FSS plane take place
and cause extra delay spread and multi-path fading in WLANs.
Lossy FSSs as absorbers have recently been investigated [27,132,133]. Achieving a compact design
with reduced space between the FSS and the resistive sheets, a stable response for higher angles
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of incidence and both polarizations are the main challenges in absorber designs. Circuit analog
absorbers have proved efficient in achieving stable frequency responses with oblique incidences and
dual polarization [134]. A novel transmit/absorb FSS, which was designed in [135], provides security
and/or isolation to systems at 5 GHz by absorbing signal but permits mobile phone signals to pass.
It is noticed that surface impedance can be altered by etching a small circular opening at the centre
of a conducting cross dipole, as shown in Figure 15a. The cross dipoles are packed in between two
dielectric layers in order to give further frequency stability and power management [2].
Microwave FSS absorber is a class of functional FSS that is being used in stealth technology.
Aircraft applications, such as helicopters, airplanes, airships (including blimps), gliders, and missiles
require highly efficient broadband absorbers to diminish the likelihood of being detected. Ideal and
multiband absorption are the chief objectives of such absorber. Nowadays, lossy FSS absorbers made
of the resistive element and dielectric substrates are the top option for a broadband absorber. Their
design is easy and makes use of simple elements whose impedance can be characterized by series
RLC circuit, for instance, patches with square, interlaced, and ring [136]. Any element pattern can
design such absorbers with the single layer; nevertheless, the pre-eminent bandwidth performing FSS
microwave absorbers have not been known so far.
A broadband lossy FSS absorber is reported in [27] with a combination of fractal square patch
and criss-cross as seen in the inset of Figure 15b. It is observed from Figure 15b that, by increasing
the thickness of FSS from 3 to 4 mm, the unit cell coupling can generate absorption nulls in the lower
frequency and also improves the bandwidth of the lossy absorber. For comparison, Figure 15c gives the
impedance of a 4 mm grounded substrate (obtained from transmission line method) and impedance
of proposed FSS absorber (calculated according to the equivalent circuit model) with its periodicity,
highlighting the resonances of the FSS and the absorber. Such a fractal FSS can solve the issue of
tradeoffs between FSS thickness and the bandwidth, thereby allowing for the development of a thinner,
broadband absorber for stealth technology.

Figure 15. (a) Novel transmit/absorb FSS element (b) Broadband lossy FSS absorber in the inset and
optimized reflectivity graph for 3 mm and 4 mm thickness (c) Impedances of 4mm grounded substrate
and proposed FSS highlighting the resonances and absorption nulls.

Polarization insensitive features are imperative in numerous EM applications and some microwave
absorbers). Conventionally, good symmetric unit cells are designed for this purpose, such as a 90◦
rotational symmetry [137], four axis symmetry [27], or upper symmetry [138] in which periodic
resonating elements resonate equally at the different polarization of incident waves. This strategy has
also been exploited to realize tunable polarization in-sensitive absorber in reference [139] in which an
inventive FSS absorber at 1.6–8 GHz is investigated.
It has four axial symmetric shapes and includes an array of PIN diodes with bias lines of inductors.
Figure 16b are shown the unit cell geometry with geometrical parameters and the topology of tunable
FSS absorber. When the equivalent resistance of PIN diodes is reduced, gradually by increasing the
bias voltage, multi-resonant tunable absorption peaks are created, as can be observed from the trend
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graph that is drawn in Figure 16a. Various attempts by researchers have been set to enhance the
performance of microwave absorbers and a comparison is provided in Table 7 explains the types of
elements that are used.

Figure 16. (a) Trend graph showing effect of altering the bias voltage on resonance frequency. (b) Unit
cell geometry (c) The topology of tunable FSS absorber.
Table 7. An overview of microwave FSS absorbers.
FSS Ref.

Type of Microwave Absorber

Element Type

[140]

Wide Incidence angle insensitive dual polarized two
layers MM absorber

Symmetric geometry of eight-circular sectors and
Bottom ground plane

[141]

Miniaturized FSS absorber

Minkowski fractal loops

[142]

Resistive FSS with Ferromagnetic nan-ofilms based on
high-impedance surfaces

A square patch of capacitive impedance.

[143]

Lightweight, ultra-broadband, wide incidence angle
resistive FSS absorber based on topology optimization

Resistive patches on top, middle Polyurethane foam
substrate & metal ground on bottom

[144]

Ultra-thin absorber with cascaded high impedance & FSS

Pixelized metallic surface placed above the high
impedance surface

[145]

Polarization dependent FSS absorber with multiple
absorption peaks

C shaped slot in a circular patch, ground bottom and
polyimide film as dielectric substrate

[146]

FSS absorber with low profile

Capacitive patches and inductive mesh

[147]

Compact broadband FSS absorber

Resistively loaded quadruple hexagonal loops

[148]

Ultra compact partly transmissible absorptive FSS at
5-GHz Wi-Fi band, to solve EMI/RFI problems in
mixed-signal systems.

Via-based structure with staggered patterns on front and
back metal layer while back metal layer has air vents in
the ground plane

[149]

Thin broadband FSS embedded absorber

Double layer composite coating of higher iteration of
Sierpinski gasket patches

[150]

High absorptive FSS embedded absorber

Fractal FSS with top metal and bottom Aluminum
metal plate

4.3.2. Active FSSs (AFSS)
Generally, once conventional passive FSSs (consisting of conducting patches and/or apertures
on a dielectric substrate) are built, they turn to be inflexible in performance due to their permanent
physical characteristics after manufacturing. Although their design and fabrication are relatively easy,
yet, certain applications require amendment in their frequency response. Nowadays, a solution to
such a challenge is Active Frequency Selective Structure (AFSS), which can potentially control the
EM performance by dynamically fine tuning the exterior excitations, for example, DC voltage range,
light strength, or the field energy [151–153]. As compared to the invariable frequency characteristics of
passive FSS, the EM properties of AFSS, such as resonant frequency and polarization, are reconfigurable
during its operation. The addition of active elements in the FSS structure provides this reconfiguration
feature. Commonly used active elements in microwave AFSS include On/Off switches, PIN diodes
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(heavily doped P and N regions split by a broad intrinsic region), Varactor diodes, Varicap, Schottky
diode, and some others.
The response of the FSS changes when the state of such active device (e.g., PIN diode) switches
from ON to OFF or vice versa, which depends on the external DC bias source. Broadly, two classes of
electrically controlled AFSSs are defined including the switchable AFSSs, and the tunable AFSSs [154].
The first kind of AFSS toggles its response at the desired frequency band, between the transmission
and reflection characteristics [155], whereas the second type of AFSS can shift the resonant frequency in
a certain frequency band [152]. A switchable AFSS based absorber/reflector has recently been reported
in [156], where it works as an absorber in absorptive condition, while it acts as a reflector in opposite
state. EM structural design of buildings is an important application in which propagation of EM wave
is controlled by means of switchable AFSS absorber [157]. Similarly, different designs of tunable FSSs
are presented so far. Figure 17 shows some AFSSs presented in different researches.
Earlier, a tunable AFSS is designed in [158] by the use of a magnetically tunable ferrite
substrate, while graphene-based tunable FSS has also been reported in [159,160]. Ref. [161] illustrates
the possibility of two FSS switching modes by using ferroelectric materials. Barium strontium
titanate (BSTO)-magnesia compound is used for transmission/reflection switching by the shift in the
transmission peak frequencies or reflection nulls. It is noticed that when a bias voltage is applied,
a change in the dielectric constant of the ferroelectric substrate is observed. BSTO-alumina compound
is suitably used for absorption/reflection switching. It is observed that a higher range of tunability
is linked with the large values of dielectric constants. However, thin substrate layers facilitate in
generating higher operating BW. Thick layers are to be employed for both switching modes, with large
values of dielectric being constant to avoid smaller BWs. The drawback of implementing such AFSSs
is exigent due to the complexity in controlling the conductivity of the surface layers.

Figure 17. (a) A unit cell of the broadband tunable AFSS absorber with of its bias lines (b) Tunable
metamaterial based Active Frequency Selective Structure (AFSS) with lumped capacitors [162]
(c) Reconfigurable cross dipole-hash FSS with two states by using PIN diode.

Generally, extra feeder lines are inserted within the AFSS array elements to control the impedance
of the active components. However, such a biasing arrangement may significantly influence
the performance of AFSS, for example, deviation in operating frequency, high insertion losses,
and fallacious response. Besides the impact on performance, the bias network also demands additional
cost and fabrication difficulties. A practical and efficient approach is to utilize FSSs configuration
as an integrated component of the bias network to reduce the extra use of feeder lines within the
element array, as done in [163]. Thus, realizing AFSSs with different polarizations without any extra
bias circuitry within its array arrangement can be a very attractive scheme.
Polarization is a salient characteristic of EM waves that is desired to be manipulated in controlling
incident waves. A prospective useful alternative solution to earlier single featured AFSS has been
given in [154], in which a novel multifunctional AFSS structure, concurrently exhibiting over one
operating mode, is proposed at working frequency band of LTE 2.1 GHz. It consists of two orthogonal
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metallic layers with a thin dielectric spacer in between. PIN diodes are used for dual modes of EM
switching and polarization selection (with On/Off states) and four working states (dual polarized
passband for code 00, dual polarized shielding for code 11 and TE/TM wave selection for code 10,
and TE/TM wave selection for code 01).
Figure 18a shows the top view of proposed AFSS with the position of PIN diode. For such an
arrangement, the resonating elements themselves perform the function of linking the PIN diodes and
allow DC currents to pass through. Thus, no supplementary feeding lines are required within the
AFSS array configuration, greatly diminishing the negative effect of the bias network, as in traditional
AFSSs [151,164]. RF/dc isolation is provided by RF chokes arranged on both top and bottom layers.
This unique AFSS offers more liberty in manipulating EM waves especially for EM shielding, stealth
technology, electrically configurable mechanisms, and scalability feature of periodic structures, which
is applicable to the concept at microwave and millimeter wave regimes.
Table 8 briefly shows some of AFSSs presented in recent researches along with their element
types, configurations, and frequency ranges. The metallic elements of the conventional FSSs bear
oxidization, corrosion, and reduced breakdown voltage, particularly in high temperature and high
power applications. So, the development of novel types of FSSs without metallic composition is
essential. Tunable FSSs are mainly based on liquid crystals [165–167], but the tuning ranges are
comparatively limited, nevertheless still metallic screens are required to be embedded.
High permittivity ceramic particles have been utilized as a basic unit cell to construct all-dielectric
MM FSSs. The ceramic particles are of subwavelength size due to their high permittivity. Accordingly,
the macroscopic EM properties of all-dielectric FSS can equivalently be illustrated by the effective
permittivity and permeability, which can be tuned at will, and so the effective impedance of such FSSs
can be designed at the required frequencies.

Figure 18. (a) Top-view of AFSS with unit cell display. (b) Reconfigurable all-dielectric FSS with two
states (1 and 2) and unit cell.

The FSS in [168] composed of cross-shaped ceramic resonators exhibit different stopband
responses with the change in orientation of ceramic resonators, as depicted in Figure 18b. The resonant
frequencies of ceramic particles can be adjusted by varying the geometric parameters, to properly
separate the two initial resonant modes and create two neighboring stopbands. The AFSS can toggle
between a stopband (0.4 GHz) in the frequency range of 4.54–4.94 GHz (State 1) and a stopband
(1.0 GHz) in range of 3.55–4.60 GHz (State 2). This easily reconfigurable FSS, just by rotating the
structure, can be used in RCS reduction systems and reconfigurable antennas.
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Table 8. An overview of AFSS with their applications.
FSS Ref.

AFSS

Element Type and Configuration

Frequency
(Range)

[169]

Reconfigurable FSS with
two states (stopband)

Cross-dipole element
(Reconfigurable cross dipole &
hash simply by changing the state
of PIN diode) (1 layer)

12.61 (12–13) GHz

Adaptive & RFID antennas

[23]

Single-layer single
polarized AFSS
(Pass band)

Circular aperture with four PIN
diodes placed orthogonally
(1 layer)

2.63 (2–3) GHz

Intelligent spectrum
selective island

[168]

Reconfigurable by
orthogonal rotation,
all-dielectric MM
AFSS (stopband)

Cross-shaped high-permittivity
ceramic resonators
(No metal layer)

(3.55–4.60) &
(4.54–4.94) GHz

RCS reduction, reconfigurable
antenna systems, high
temperature & high power
environment.

[139]

Tunable broadband
polarization
insensitive absorber

Four quarter circles and plates
create the gaps, series PIN diodes
as variable resistor and inductors
place between two metallic plates
for isolation (2 layers)

(1.6–8) GHz

Stealth technology & EM shielding

[162]

Tunable MM based
AFSS (Passband)

An array of metallic square loops,
a wire grid and lumped, variable
capacitors inserted in the gap
between the loops (2 layers)

8.49–11.48 GHz

X band

[159]

3D tunable
FSS (Stopband)

2D array of vertical graphene
micro-ribbons, tunable by change
of chemical potential

21.787–24.088 THz
(BW = 1.2)

Terahertz band

[164]

Tunable AFSS absorber

Pattern with gradational edges
and PIN diode as variable resistor,
Varactor diode as a variable
capacitor (2 layers)

(1–5) GHz

Smart stealth systems

[170]

Frequency tunable
Metamaterial Absorber
with high
absorption ratio.

Metallic patterns, a liquid
metalalloy Eutectic
Gallium-Indium (EGaIn) injected
in a micro-fluidic channel,
engraved on Polymethyl
Methacrylate

10.96–10.61 GHz

Large area sensor applications
with micro-pumps

Applications

EM shielding has gained revived interest due to emerging AFSS with varactors and PIN diodes
as an efficient solution of this problem, so far, mostly proposed varactor controlled tunable AFSS are
asymmetrical structures, and thus demonstrate sensitivity to polarization and experience small tuning
range as in [163,171]. AFSS structure in [172], offers numerous noteworthy novelties to solve the
aforementioned challenges. Figure 19a shows the 2D array structure in which a periodic arrangement
of circular metallic loops is printed on a dielectric substrate and each loop is coupled crosswise with
four neighboring loops through varactor diodes (SMT).
This makes the design fourfold symmetric, thus inherently tunable for all polarization and higher
incident angles. With applied reverse bias voltage from 0 to 8 V of the varactor diode, the overall
capacitance is varied from 38.08 to 1.72 pF, thereby shifting the resonant frequency smoothly from 0.54
to 2.50 GHz (FBW 152% at 0 V and 49.61% at 8 V), as seen from trend graph in Figure 19b. Although the
performance of FSS for different polarizations and incidence angles is only evaluated by simulations
without considering the horizontal bias lines and no measured results are presented after the addition
of additional biasing. Furthermore, such a technique in AFSS reduces the resonance frequency due
to higher junction capacitance as compared to passive FSSs. Such a wideband tunable AFSS finds
potential application for EM shielding in different frequency bands (GSM, ISM, UNII, WLAN). The
stopband performance of AFSS meant for shielding application is usually calculated by shielding
effectiveness (SE) given by (11) [91], in which ET and EI are the transmitted and incident electric field
components, respectively.
E
SEdB = −20 × log T
(11)
EI
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Figure 19. (a) Fabricated two-dimensional (2D) array AFSS structure. (b) Effect on resonance frequency
under different reverse bias voltages measured by parallel plate waveguide.

Exploration of active or tunable 3D FSS structures has been in emergent attention since soldering
a lumped circuit element into the microstrip transmission line is quite simple. As an example,
the microstrip line in [173] was substituted by a microstrip stepped impedance resonator in every unit
cell of the structure [127], lowering the main resonance frequency, and thus a miniaturized and low
profile 3D FSS is realized. Additionally, employing a lumped capacitor reduces the primary spurious
resonant frequency, subsequently widening the operating bandwidth.
Interesting performance features can be predicted by implanting semiconductor devices, such as
small transistor-based amplifiers, diodes, or mixers in a unit cell of a 3D FSS. Tunable and/or 3D FSS
may find potential use in electronically steerable reflectors and radiators [118,174]. From the time
of its discovery, graphene and carbon-based nano-composites have been exemplified and studied to
recognize the tunable MSs in a very wide band, but only a few researches on graphene based FSS
are available. A stopband 3D FSS with a periodic array of vertical graphene micro-ribbons has been
proposed by Xu et al., as shown in Figure 20, in which substrates (GaAs) are kept parallel to the
direction of incident EM wave, such that it can easily penetrate into the structure at non-resonating
frequencies and generate a small insertion loss [159].

Figure 20. 3D FSS structure with one cell of graphene micro-ribbons and cross-section of the whole
structure (in xy plane).

It is noticed the incident EM wave concentrates in the graphene micro-ribbons and decays during
its propagation along the structure at the plasmonic resonant frequency. The frequency response can
be adjusted, while a superior selectivity in THz resonance frequency and BW may be preserved by
varying the applied electrostatic bias on graphene. As an emerging class of MSs, tunable 3D FSSs present
an arbitrarily pseudo-elliptical functionality by implementing microstrip line resonators, through the
excitation of an appropriate number of propagation modes and control their coupling with the air.
A useful evaluation of categories of AFSS is presented in Table 9, for FBW, the presence/absence
of sensitivity to polarization, and most importantly, tuning range (TR) of tunable AFSS. The tuning
range shows how much the resonant frequency shifts by a change of capacitance (tuning by using
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different approaches). For example, if the capacitance is varied from Ca to Cb , then, the resonance
frequency is shifted from fa to fb and TR can be evaluated by (12) [175].
TR = 2 ×

fb − fa
fb + fa

(12)

From comparison in Table 9, it can be deduced that tunable AFSSs loaded with varactor diodes
provide a reasonable tuning range and FBW [164,172,175,176]; although in some cases the FBW is not
necessarily found with a satisfactory percentage. Likewise, switchable AFSS loaded with PIN diode
also perform convincingly with good FBW [156,157]. However, polarization insensitivity is an issue
with some applications, which, in most cases, is not achievable due to unsymmetrical design. It is
worthy to mention that active FSS have many linked issues. Higher fabrication cost and complexity
in manufacturing are of serious concern. A huge biasing system is usually required that effects the
performance of the system with sensitivity to polarization and reduced selectivity. If an increased
number of active elements are employed, power management becomes another severe dilemma.
Table 9. An overview of types of AFSS with the comparison of their FBW and tuning range (TRs).
FSS Ref.

Type of AFSS

Switching/Tuning
Element Used

FBW%

Tuning Range %

Polarization
Insensitivity

[169]

Switchable

PIN diode

2 (−20 dB),
(fr = 12.6 GHz)

–

Yes

[151]

Switchable

PIN diode

40 (−5 dB)

–

No

[156]

Switchable
Absorber/Reflector

PIN diode

79.5 (−10 dB)

–

Yes

[154]

Switchable

PIN diode

39.1 (−3 dB)

–

No

[155]

Switchable

PIN diode

7.3 (−15 dB)

–

Yes

[157]

Switchable
Absorber

PIN diode

65 (−10 dB)

–

No

[23]

Switchable
(Passband)

PIN diodes

17 (−5 dB),
(fr = 2.63 GHz)

–

N0

[171]

Tunable (Stopband)

Varactor diode

12.5 (−10 dB)

32

No

[177]

Tunable Absorber
(Passband)

Varactor diode

4 (−5 dB)

5

No

[176]

Tunable (Stopband)

Varactor diode

81.4 (−10 dB)

69.5

No

[172]

Tunable

Varactor diode

152.4 (−20 dB)

129

Yes

[168]

Tunable (Stopband)

High-permittivity
ceramics

22.9
(1st Resonance)

No

[139]

Tunable Absorber

PIN diode

91 (−10 dB)

31.6

Yes

30

No

25.8 (First state),
8.4 (Second State (−10 dB)

[162]

Tunable (Passband)

Chip capacitor

5.9 (−5 dB),
(fr = 8.5 GHz)

[159]

3D Tunable AFSS
(Stopband)

Graphene micro-ribbons

5.5 (0.5 S21max)

10

No

[164]

Tunable Absorber

PIN, Varactor diode

113 (−10 dB)

47.3

No

[175]

Tunable 3D AFSS
(Passband)

Varactor diode

14 (−3 dB)
(fr = 2.75 GHz)

65

No

[163]

Tunable (Passband)

Varactor diode

11.5 (0.5 S21max)

24.6

No

4.3.3. Wearable FSSs
Recently, modulated FSSs have been proposed as transponders for RFID applications. Earlier
researches show the possibility of these transceiver devices for localization use in the UWB radars [116]
or frequency modulated continuous wave radars [178]. Another work [179] presented a semi-passive
RFID arrangement having low power utilization modulated FSSs that could be attached to the body
for wearable applications based on back-scattering communication in 2.45 GHz ISM band. This also
includes a temperature sensor that works on modulation of the back-scattered field of FSS as an initial
proposal. It displays a reading range of greater than 3 m for near-line-of-sight situations.
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Diversity is anticipated as a distinctive property for transponders based on FSS because numerous
FSS devices can be modulated at the same time, while sharing the modulated signal from a sensor
at low-frequency by use of wires integrable into the fabrics. The inherent characteristics of the larger
BW of FSSs offer robustness against the de-tuning originated by the variation of the electrical features
of the body [179,180]. The FSS can be directly in contact or a bit spaced with the body/skin for
tiny textile stuff without any additional adjustments (fine change of dipole length). The FSS device
can be positioned in different parts of the body or by using different surfaces, as required by the
application. For example, an optical heart rate monitor that is designed with an LED and a photodiode
can be attached to the finger, as seen in [181]. The interior analog to digital converter (ADC) of the
microcontroller is used to digitize the photodiode output, and later the blood flow modulates its
amplitude. From the samples of ADC, the heart rate is acquired by time measurement between two
successive peaks. The average heart beat rate is sent periodically by concurrent modulation by two FSS,
singly at every arm. Numerous sensors and checksum bit can send data and easily be incorporated by
utilizing communication protocols.
4.3.4. Meta-Skin FSSs
In recent times, liquid metal has been incorporated as active components to realize the stretchable
and flexible electronic devices. When the liquid metal is injected into a pattern, it can be shaped in
form of stretchable devices, such as electrical interconnects, probes, antennas, artificial skin sensors,
micro-electrodes based micro-fluidic devices, and switchable MM micro-fluidic structures [182].
Conventional stealth technologies are used to reduce the backscattering phenomenon (power
reflected to probing radar), in contrast, recently, a different meta-skin technology has been introduced
to fill the space between the single stretchable meta-atom to large-scale MMs [183]. The possibility of
tuning the resonance of the planar MMs and cloaking effect, the curved MMs is being investigated.
In [182], a meta-skin with properties of flexibility and stretchability at microwave regime is presented
along with its frequency selectivity and cloaking effects. An array of liquid metal split ring resonator is
encased inside an Elastomer. A high performance tunable FSS with a wide tuning range is demonstrated
by stretching the multiple layers of meta-skins alongside their surfaces in a planar direction and also
by altering the distance between the meta-skin sheet in a vertical direction, as shown in Figure 21a.
More importantly, it can be wrapped around an object with an arbitrary shape (e.g., curved dielectric
material) and a considerable scattering suppression (cloaking effect) is examined along different
directions in a designed frequency band through experiment.

Figure 21. (a) Photograph of the un-stretched and stretched meta-skin, wrapped around dielectric
nylon rod, flexibility demonstration with a glass flask [182]. (b) Topology of the third-order stopband
optical FSS. (a) Adapted from [182] and reproduced from under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License.

4.3.5. Optical FSSs Based on Nano-Particle Arrays (NPAs)
While FSSs are well-known for spatial filtering applications in the microwave domain, but recently,
FSS technology has attracted great interest for even higher frequencies. Far infrared stacked FSSs filters
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with good response are offered in [184] and with single-layer topology showing strong stop-bands
in [185]. Near-infrared FSS made by metallic sub-micron patches of circular elements is presented
in [186]. It should be noticed that metallic periodic inclusions, such as patches or apertures on the
dielectric substrate, are key elements of FSSs. FSSs in the visible range is proposed based on plasmonic
metasurfaces, where the EM wave interacts with metal plasmons and create plasmonic resonance.
An optical filter is proposed [187], which is based on subwavelength gratings in an array of
protrusions extending in the substrate. Most recently, nano particle arrays are used as spatial angular
filters and also as metasurfaces [188,189] in the optical frequency regime, the possibility of cascading
two or more NPAs is also explored. NPAs exhibit a sharp frequency response with peak always
centering the same resonant frequency, independent of the EM incidence angle. A synthesis procedure
is demonstrated to design a stopband optical FSS [190] with 2D periodic array element of nano-particles
having subwavelength dimensions of unit cell and cascaded NPA layers as coupled resonators,
as shown in Figure 21b. The closed-form solution is used to derive equivalent circuit for an NPA and
excited by a plane wave in the boundary of the dipole approximation. This comprises a function
derived from individual and collective plasmonic modes.
4.3.6. Textile FSSs
Although rare good researches on textile FSS are found in literature, however, it is another
emerging class after wearable FSS. FSSs printing on flexible and smooth surfaces, like paper or
Polyethylene Terephthalate, have been demonstrated while using screen printing, lithographic
processes, inkjet printing, and stamping [191]. A unique application is to integrate them into clothes
to provide on-body and off-body communications [192]. Textile structures offer benefits of flexibility,
lightweight, smoothness, and higher strength-to-weight ratio.
Fabric production techniques have been used to produce conductive components, and similarly,
textile surfaces may be used to construct fabrics to control the propagation of EM waves at microwave
frequency regime to embed into buildings [193]. Such fabrics based FSSs that may have short-term
use and are easily controllable; find application facilities in conferences, museums, art galleries, and
also screening on the clothing. A novel FSS on the scale of the scattering elements by an array of
squares is screen printed on a woven textile with conductive inks [191]. Each square printed is of
textile weave order, presenting a challenge of printing with high reliability. The squares jointly respond
close to their resonant wavelength. Two FSS knitted from conducting yarn on a computerized flat-bed
knitting machine are shown in Figure 22a [192]. Figure 22b shows a fabric FSS fabricated by the screen
printing technique.

Figure 22. (a) Two knitted, conducting textile FSSs with conducting grid (Left), conducting patch
(Right), white area knitted from polyester yarn & dark areas knitted from conducting yarn [192]
(b) Microscopic image of screen printed fabric FSS [191]. (a,b) Adapted from [191,192] and reproduced
by permission of the Institution of Engineering & Technology.

4.4. Selection of FSSs Based on Its Classification and Performance
From the detailed discussion on FSSs in earlier Section 4, we deduce that it is not possible to
identify a particular element shape, which can work well in a certain band of frequencies or provide
a specific response. From Table 2, it can be seen that single/double/multiband response may be
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achieved with the different number of FSS layers, such as dual band response is achieved by single
layer as well as double layer FSS. Similarly, different element shapes have been used in the literature
for this purpose, like a square patch with L shape realizes dual band, whereas some can be reached by
circular loops of nested geometry. However, the frequency band and BW would depend on different
geometric parameters, including patch/slot element dimensions, dielectric profile, and periodicity.
Traditionally, two types of resonating elements are popular, including loop and the cross shape.
The resonance of the former type reaches when the element length becomes equal to a wavelength,
while the later mentioned resonates when the element length approaches half a wavelength. However,
when the array elements are printed or etched on a dielectric substrate layer in the form of a
√
patch or slot, the resonant frequencies are reduced by approximately a factor of ((εr + 1)2) , as
defined by (12) [2]. Furthermore, combinations of different basic element types (Figure 5) have been
employed in the literature to accomplish customized FSS structures and responses depending on the
applications. Notably, higher FBW might be achieved by single layer, multilayer, and other complex
FSS structures. However, again, this depends on the structure profile. Here, we summarize some
of the key factors generally affecting the frequency response in Table 10 and may link the structure
geometries, and performance characteristics keeping in view the theoretical behavior.
Table 10. Summary of the key factors linking the structure geometries, and performance characteristics.
Category
Type of array element

Array profile

Structure profile

Dielectric profile

Factor

Impact/Outcomes

Slot element

Passband

Patch element

Stopband

Large Loop element

High BW

Hexagonal Loop

Wide band

Loaded 3 or 4 Legged element

Narrow band

Meandered/Convoluted element

Unit cell size reduction but manufacturing limitation
may occur

Fractals patch

Reduces the electrical length, Inter-element spacing
(IES) & so resonant frequency

Self similar feature of fractal

Multiband response but drawback of early
appearance of grating lobes

Dissimilar fractal geometric patterns in single FSS

Double/Multiband response

Tunable FSS (Active element based)

Tunability in polarization and resonant frequency

Active element in AFSS

Deviation in operating frequency, power
management issues, high insertion losses and
erroneous response

Reduce the IES of gangbuster

Large BW and delay in onset of grating lobes

Reduce the Unit cell (small electrical dimensions)

High angular stability

Increase in periodicity

BW and resonant frequency reduces, higher
distortion and early onset of grating lobes

Electrically subwavelength array separation at
resonant frequency

Elimination of unwanted interference Nulls

Decrease of IES

Stable resonant frequency, delayed onset of grating
lobes

IES variation

BW change

Circumference of element change

Effect on electrical length & so resonant frequency

Cascaded surfaces

Faster roll-off

Multilayer FSS (stacking structure)

Increase in BW

AFA configuration

Higher selectivity and BW

3D FSS

Complex structures but faster roll-off, stable response
(In- and out-band)

Air gap separation

BW variation

No dielectric substrate

Unstable BW of transmission curves

Dielectric Profile & IES

Defines the ripples (Flatness of response)

Low dielectric constant

Constant BW with AOI

High dielectric constant

More angular stability
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5. Future Challenges and Potential Applications of FSSs
FSSs have been used in many applications, including reflectors, antenna radomes, radar absorbing
materials, polarizers, and composite metamaterials. Although this research area is relatively old but
enormously dynamic and fast growing, it bears a broad pedigree in applications as well as theory since
numerous matured design and analysis tools have been developed. However, noteworthy problems
related to theoretical and practical importance still to be solved, for example, the development of
doubly curved FSS, non-periodic FSS.
Generally speaking, required performance characteristics of an FSS are broader bandwidth, faster
roll-off (sharp band edges), and stability with the variation of incident angles and polarizations of an
incoming EM wave. It has been well identified from the earlier literature and in this review paper that
the array element nature, its geometry, inter-element spacing, dielectric, and structure profiles are the
defining structure parameters of an FSS [165]. Several critical challenges are to be addressed in successful
designing of FSS structures. Choice of an appropriate FSS element, unit cell dimensions, substrate profile,
and layer/iterations are of the major importance. Controlling these parameters to fit in demanding and
compact applications has been a challenging task and it generally requires critical and good EM behavior
analysis of an FSS. We perceive a number of challenging areas in significant exploration and practical
applications of FSS where they might sharply impact the future trends include:
1. Pragmatic FSS design
In order to achieve a constant BW with the variation of incidence angle, low dielectric constant
substrates and subwavelength thickness are required on the outer layers (for planar elements) [2].
However, currently, such low dielectric constant materials are not available, even if it is the case; they
might not fit for mechanical reasons. An approach would be to engineer such demanding materials or
find other appropriate solutions to this dilemma.
2. Design tools
Another issue is linked with design tools. Full wave analysis techniques for all types of FSS
geometries are very common nowadays as compared to two or three decades before. Therefore, it has
become difficult to keep a record of such methods. Many commercial softwares are available providing
accurate analysis with more reliability. However, periodic surfaces can be best analyzed with such
analytical packages, because the structure is represented by a global unit cell with subwavelength
dimensions. This limits the analysis for other types of complex or uneven FSS geometries including
curved surfaces, tightly bound multiple FSS, and structures with non-periodicity [43]. It is not possible
to apply approximation rules on such geometries that are commonly applied to the global unit cell.
3. Optimization Dilemma
An abundance of approaches to optimization has been illustrated or put forward so far. Conversely,
these should be utilized at the appropriate occasion and right place. No optimization process is followed
in chapter 7 of ref. [2]. For-example, all of the results has been analyzed by examining each component of
FSS. However, certain designs become questionable or difficult to optimize by calculations, as hundreds
or thousands of test cases would require to be solved for different incidence angles and polarizations.
A quick computer and program would be essential here. On the contrary, for immature designers, this
may be the worst experience in real life scenarios. As an example, when the resonant frequency and
the BW change all over in some FSS designs, it may be unsuccessful for even moderate variations of
incidence angles and polarizations. The computer program might continue simulating in a loop without a
good solution. Importantly, most designers possibly may not be aware to check the dielectric profile, and
instead would focus on changing other geometric parameters (typically inter-element spacing), without
noticing the effect on the grating lobes, cross-polarization, and instability of the resonating frequency. It
is challenging to sort the chaos that is created by such optimization computer program. Therefore, it is
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very exigent and a big problem for the designer to appropriately define parameters during the optimizing
process about the good and bad result.
4. Accurate Analysis
Generally, a good estimated FSS analysis yields very accurate response and is reliable, as predicted [2].
However, surprisingly this does not sometimes work in a few designs. The reason is that it is assumed
the distribution of current on the array elements remains constant and only amplitude and/or phase vary
with the incidence angle. On the contrary, in some cases, the odd-modes may alter the current distribution
for oblique incidence angle, and so the BW is no more constant, thereby failing the analysis. A solution to
this problem might be using compact array elements such that only the primary current distribution lies
in the resonant area. However, there is a limitation to reduce the element size and inter-element spacing.
Also, this may impact the flatness of the transmission curve’s top. Therefore, a trade-off needs to be made
between constant bandwidth and flat top of the frequency response.
5. Miniaturized Design
Miniaturized FSS are required in some applications, especially in antenna radomes, because of
flexibility requirement. In addition, large inter-element spacing and element dimensions may not be
suitable in realizing curved surfaces [64]. Reduced unit cell size is enviable with fairly small electrical
dimensions and higher angular stability of the FSSs. Therefore, the concept of the miniaturized
array element has been evolved broadly, since they separate the operating bands from the grating
lobes [62,89]. Recently, various FSS miniaturization techniques have been utilized by different element
shapes, Still, this challenge needs to be solved for many low-space and rigid applications.
6. Higher operating bandwidth
A key challenge in FSSs design and theory is its limited operating BW, especially it is important
to improve the BW for single layer FSS structures, as seen in Table 3 in this review. Although
multilayer FSS and many schemes are presented in this regards, however, FBW is still not satisfactory.
Meandered/convoluted/Interwoven, loop and fractal elements have been used to minimize the unit
cell dimensions along with the thickness of the FSS, but these may not necessarily improve the BW.
Even though multilayer build helps to achieve an optimal design, but attaining higher BW, especially
at lower operating frequency is the foremost challenge for the FSS designers.
7. Fabrication challenges in 3D structures
As compared to conventional FSS that is composed of 2D periodic array elements that experience
poor frequency selectivity, slow roll-offs, and instability under different incident angles, recently
reported 3D-FSS are innovative and alleviate the problems faced with 2D FSS. Although good frequency
ranges of response have been demonstrated by these 3D structures, the real challenge related tothis
advanced technology is the complexity of realization and fabrication. Extensive research is going
on to beat this difficulty, such as in [112,113,131]. Ground-breaking implementations and superior
performance in 3D FSS are predicted in the near future with broader bandwidth, in-band stable
response, sharp cut-off, and wider out-of-band rejection.
8. Transmission through energy saving Glass
Passband FSSs are designed to allow for the transmission of useful wireless communication
signals through energy saving window glass in modern buildings with the key requirements of stable
frequency response, and reasonably higher BW. However, FSS apertures need to be narrow as much
possible for higher thermal insulation and offer a big challenge. Coating of FSS is to be etched carefully
to reduce the degradation of thermal insulation and to maintain the aesthetic feature of the window
glass. The possibility of getting a strong resonating FSS and perfect transmission response is a challenge
due to oxide that is present in the coated layer; however, recently improved performances are reported
by careful designing.
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9. Active FSS issues
Active FSSs solve the problem of permanent constituent characteristics in the performance of
conventional FSS and potentially control the EM response by dynamically tuning through external
excitations. Various issues that are associated with active FSSs require the focus of the designers in this
area. Occasionally, degradation of FSS performance is observed which occurs from signal interference
by a large-sized biasing network. The fabrication difficulty and increased cost are additional issues
linked to such structures. Power consumption has been a major problem in active FSS due to high
number of active devices. The number of active elements may considerably reduce by using an active
high impedance surface (HIS), on the other hand, a complex structure is formed.
10. FSS for smart cities applications
Nowadays, wireless mobile communication takes place mostly in the 6 GHz and below frequency
bands. A significant issue occurs in the Wifi band with the dense working environment, such as
conference venues and Condo buildings. Besides, smart city applications require access at millimeter
wave frequencies higher than 24 GHz. Practical challenges for such higher band are poor EM wave
propagation through the objects and structure materials. The FSS placed on and inside buildings are
specifically designed to improve the reception and transmission of radio frequency signals. Still, smart
cities applications require managing these propagation and interference issues to properly perform at
these low and higher bands of frequencies.
11. Problem of Transmission losses
FSS structures have been designed to exhibit lossless transmission response, such as in radome
design; nonetheless, they show high transmission losses in real scenarios. Although fundamental
theoretical analysis suggests these to be only a fraction, in measurement these losses are quite high on
a low-loss substrate. Many sources may account for such losses e.g., Ohmic-losses, dielectric heating
losses, radiation losses, and separating all of them is not easy.
12. Future Trends of FSS
On the basis of current trends, future developments of FSS in coming years can be predicted, since it
is obvious that much progressive research is going on. Potential applications of FSS include, but are not
limited to:
Applications

Applications

•

Dynamically reconfigurable FSSs

•

Wearable sensing FSS

•

Tunable and software-defined FSSs

•

Multi-functional FSSs

•

Mechanically tunable FSS

•

Smart absorbers FSS

•

High performance tunable FSS Absorber

•

Frequency selective rasorbers

•

Doubly curved FSS surface

•

FSS for high-power radar applications

•

Integrated design of antenna-FSS system

•

Graphene based FSS

•

3D printed all-dielectric FSSs with wide BW

•

FSS for wireless power transfer applications

•

Metamaterial inspired FSS for
satellite communication

•

FSS for earth observation remote sensing
and satellites

•

FSS for selective shielding of frequencies in
critical places such as airport and
military communication.

•

FSS for isolating harmful & unwanted radiation
in hospitals, schools, domestic environments at
microwave low frequency bands (L, S)

•

Chipless passive structural strength monitoring
FSS based wireless sensor

•

Switchable FSS based on plasma shells for
aerodynamics & terrestrial EM
systems protection
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6. Conclusions
This review provides a useful perspective of rapidly growing directions in the modern
electromagnetism: the study of an important periodic structure, named as Frequency Selective
Surfaces, types, and functionalities. With recent emergent trends in communication, until now, diverse
research works on FSS structures have been presented. This includes traditional single layer FSS,
advanced multilayer FSS, antenna filter antenna FSS, three-dimensional FSS, convoluted/meandered
FSS, fractal-based FSS, microwave absorbing FSS, active FSS, and many other types. This range consists
of simple single screen 2D FSS, with low mass, cost, and volume that can be applicable in myriads
of applications, to highly complex and advanced 3D active FSS whose superior performance can be
compensated for their fabrication complexity. Extensive information in the form of tables is provided,
when comparing different design techniques employed, array element structures, frequency ranges,
bandwidths, and polarisability.
This review can be interesting and helpful to a broad circle of microwave researchers and FSS
design community, to make a comparison and set off new methodology for development. Important to
mention that various promising and practical application can be facilitated by FSS design in the range
of different frequency bands from microwave, millimeter wave, terahertz, to optical regimes. Table 11
summarizes the current major achievements by FSSs engineering in different applications. Thus far,
as more research is carried out in FSS architecture, modern or new implementation, and fabrication
procedures are being adopted, many of the foreseen challenges will be resolved in the near future.
This will make the novel FSSs more viable alternatives to traditional low performing FSSs approaches.
It is expected that this review will assist to ascertain closer linkages among theoretical background,
structure parameters, and performance features in cutting edge designs of FSSs.
Table 11. Practical applications of FSSs.
FSS Ref.

Application

FSS Ref.

Application

[162,168,194]

MMs FSS

[117,119,154,195]

FSS for mobile
communication

[10,196,197]

MM/MSs Lens

[50,162,177]

X band

[191–193]

Textile FSS

[74,198]

C band

[188–190]

Optical FSS/MSs

[11]

5G EMI reduction

[186]

Near Infrared

[168]

RCS reduction

[184,185]

Infrared

[61,88,155]

Secure wireless network

[187]

Multi spectral
filter/Mirrors/Anti-reflecting coating

[25,123,199–201]

RF interference and
harmonic suppression

[179–182]

Wearable FSS

[11,91,151,172]

EMI shielding

[139,140,145,150]

FSS absorber

[202]

Radio Astronomy

[28,126]

Sensors

[8]

Dichroic sub-reflector

[9,116,178]

RFID

[159,160]

Terahertz band

[77,118,124,169,174]

FSS antenna

[75,103,121,139,164]

Stealth radome

[154]

Electrically reconfigurable mechanisms

[122]

Wireless charging of
portable devices
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